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“Local people learning about and acting for their local environment”

Acknowledgement of Country
We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land on which we live, work, and meet for Nature
Stewards, and recognise their continuing connection to land, water, and community. We pay respect to
Elders past, present, and emerging.

Proudly funded by

Foundation partners
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MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER

Nature Stewards Victoria is off to a flying start, with a detailed curriculum framework and materials, and five
successful training programs completed in three locations in 2019. A deft pivot to online delivery under COVID-19
restrictions has enabled training programs to proceed in 2020, currently in two locations. Participant feedback has
been overwhelmingly positive. More training is in the pipeline, and further local government authorities are
expressing interest in hosting. With this strong base and demonstrated support, the program will continue to
improve, adapt and expand.
The concept underpinning Nature Stewards is simple: a short environmental education program for adults that
focuses on local ecosystems and encourages connection with nature and environmental volunteering. I first heard
about this in a brief presentation about the Florida (USA) Master Naturalist program by Dr Marty Main at the
International Congress on Conservation Biology in 2011. At the time, I thought it would be wonderful to have such a
program in Victoria. When our daughter moved to Texas in 2016, she completed the local training, volunteered
enthusiastically, made new friends and was proud to become a Certified Texas Master Naturalist. Similar programs
have been established in over 25 States of the US, training thousands of environmental volunteers, citizen scientists,
tertiary students, teachers, nature guides, and others. Why not try it here? Our family organised a meeting in
February 2017 to present the concept and discuss the potential for its introduction in Victoria. As a result, an
informal working group was set up, and the Nature Stewards program steadily took shape.
The outstanding support by Outdoors Victoria, and particularly CEO Andrew Knight, has been fundamental to the
initiation and success of Nature Stewards so far. As well as hosting the program at the State level, OV and Andrew
have been key in securing initial funding from the Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning. This enabled
the appointment of our excellent and hard-working Co-ordinator, Dr Maddy Willcock, preparation of the training
curriculum, and recruitment of experienced environmental educators as facilitators for the first programs.
Many others deserve acknowledgement for their contributions to Nature Stewards, including:
• staff of local government Councils that are hosting programs;
• members of the Program Advisory Group;
• topic specialists and volunteers from local environment groups who have presented to classes; and of course
• the participants in Nature Stewards training.
It is exciting that participants in the programs to date have such diverse backgrounds, occupations, ages, and reasons
for learning more and getting active in nature. After completing the training, they are going on to join or start
environmental volunteer groups, undertake conservation work on their own property, take up tertiary
environmental studies, apply their new knowledge in their work, or even start a new career in the environment
sector.
Nature Stewards is helping to deliver the Victorian Government’s environment and health policies, particularly
Protecting Victoria’s Environment - Biodiversity 2037 and Victorians Volunteering for Nature – Environmental
Volunteering Plan. We are working on ways to support and involve alumni, diversify the format of training delivery
and audiences, and expand the recruitment of participants and host organisations. There are so many possibilities
for improving ecological literacy in our community, and engaging more people in immensely rewarding, muchneeded stewardship of nature.
Ann McGregor
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THE TEAM

Ms Ann McGregor, NS Founder
Program Advisory group (PAG) Chair

Dr Bruce McGregor, NS Founder, PAG
President, Victorian National Parks Assoc.

Dr Madelaine Willcock
NS Manager, PAG

Rustem Upton, Program Facilitator

Nicole Henry, Program Facilitator

Glenn Jameson, Program Facilitator

Mr Andrew Knight, PAG
CEO, Outdoors Victoria

Mr Maxwell Campbell, PAG
President, Field Naturalists Club of Victoria

Mr James Adams, PAG
Education team, Parks Victoria

Ms Lee Harrison, PAG, City of Melbourne
Ecologist, Parks and City Greening

Dr Lawrie Conole, PAG, City of Melton
Ms Reegan Keys, PAG
Coordinator City Environment & Sustainability OV Board Member
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NATURE STEWARDS
VISION
A vibrant community throughout Victoria of well-informed and trained citizens, actively
engaged in conserving, observing, and interpreting nature.

MISSION
The Nature Stewards program promotes environmental literacy and stewardship of nature
through discovery, action, and ongoing learning. The program directly supports participants in
training and volunteering, thereby generating benefits for the wider community and the
environment.

GOALS
Environmental literacy and stewardship

Participation

Community connection and wellbeing
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ABOUT
The Nature Stewards program was initiated in Victoria in 2017, with inspiration and advice from the well-established
Master Naturalist programs in the USA. The concept was further developed with collaborators across many Victorian
organisations from government, the not-for-profit sector, and other interested organisations and individuals. A brief
timeline of program development is outlined below. Nature Stewards delivers an engaging and practical program for
participants to get comfortable, confident, and active in their local environment, supporting on-going connections
with nature and their community.
The audience for this introductory ecological program includes community members over the age of 18, who may
have a general interest in learning about their local environment, getting involved in environmental volunteering and
citizen science, meeting others, professional development, or considering a change of career.

2017
Program concept shaped by an informal working group.
2018
Outdoors Victoria is nominated as the host organisation, with the Department of
Environment, Land, Water, and Planning (DELWP), together with the City of
Melbourne (COM) and City of Melton, providing funding to run two pilot programs.

Nature Stewards Timeline

Program coordinator onboard, curriculum and program development underway.
2019
Two 10-week autumn pilot programs run, consisting of weekly 2.5-hour classes
and three by 4-hour field sessions.
Nature Stewards received further funding in mid-2019 to continue for spring
and into autumn 2020, from DELWP, together with the COM, City of Melton,
and new host, Manningham Council. It was decided to increase the basic
training to 46 hrs for the three spring programs, with ten weekly 3-hour classes
and four by 4-hour field sessions.
Five programs successfully run in 2019.
2020
During COVID-19 restrictions, programs were adapted and run online,
without field sessions, totalling 30 hrs basic training.
Four autumn and winter programs run, with new host onboard, the City
of Greater Geelong.
New host and delivery models discussions underway.
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ON-GROUND DELIVERY
PROGRAM
Branding and marketing
Participant & Alumni management
Staffing, insurance, and admin support
Local host support
Curriculum & Training
Monitoring & Evaluation

48 COMMUNITY PARTNERS
21 Environmental volunteer and citizen science groups
6 State Government Departments and authorities
6 Universities
6 Environmental organisations & Businesses
4 Local Government Areas
3 Traditional Owner Groups
2 TAFE Institutions

68 CURRENT PARTICIPANTS & 71 ALUMNI undertaking…
Gardening and revegetation at home
Promotion of positive environmental behaviours to family, friends, and work colleagues
Joining local environmental volunteer and citizen science groups
Starting local environmental volunteer groups
Applying for council environmental grants
Going onto further Tafe and University training
Gaining voluntary and paid employment in the environmental sector

CITIZENS READY TO TAKE ACTION FOR NATURE
A new cohort of environmental volunteers
Increased community environmental literacy and nature connection
Increased community wellbeing and social connection

1,000+ hours of volunteer service since the pilot
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IMPACT – 2019
Environmental literacy, Nature connection, and Stewardship
Over 85% increase in understanding of local ecology
Over 50% increase in connection with nature
Over 35% positive environmental behaviour change towards
starting or continuing environmental volunteering actions

Participation
Over 45% increase in confidence and preparedness to take part
in environmental volunteering
Over 20% increase in those actively taking part in environmental
volunteering

Community connection & Wellbeing
Over 60% increase in connection with local community
Over 40% increase in sense of wellbeing
Over 40% increase in connection
with local Aboriginal
FEEDBACK
community
*based on combined 2019 program data
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
“It's been life changing” – Louise, Melton 2019
“This has been such a wonderful experience. I’ve learnt so much and feel motivated to learn
more. Somehow, I missed out on learning about these things in the past. Maybe because I
moved schools a few times in high school. I’m such a devotee of nature and this is giving me
a much deeper appreciation. The quality of the presenters has been extraordinary. I feel
privileged to have met and heard their wisdom. I find myself sharing these learnings in
conversation and surprising people with information about their local environment. It’s
exciting.” – Leesa, Melbourne, 2019

“I am proud to call myself a Nature Steward” - Adam, Melbourne, 2019

“[Program take-away] To persist! To continue with my learning and use my skills to be an
advocate for the environment.... People power can bring about change, as can dedicated
individuals. Aspire to inspire and believe that the future isn't futile… The value of this
program cannot be underestimated. It is imperative that it continues in as many
municipalities and reaches as many people as possible. Thank you for the opportunity to
take part. I have thoroughly enjoyed the journey and know that it will remain with me for a
long time...” – Katie, Melton participant, 2019
“I’m so grateful for having the opportunity to participate in the first Melbourne Nature Stewards program. From start
to finish, I really enjoyed every session and excursion. There were so many great aspects of the program that it’s hard
to pick out my favourites, but some of the highlights include the fantastic guest speakers that shared their passion
and knowledge with us, learning about so many organisations doing great work in the area and how to get involved
with them, and actually getting out into nature in the field sessions. I particularly enjoyed learning more about the
Aboriginal knowledge and history along the Yarra river, and getting to do some revegetation work in Yarra Bend
Park.
I’m looking forward to getting involved with Westgate Biodiversity, Friends of Bats and Bushcare, and in the
multitude of talks, hikes, and activities put on by The Royal Society of Victoria, The Victorian National Parks
Association, The Field Naturalist Club of Victoria, and many others. Thank you so much for this fantastic opportunity
— I can’t wait to see it expand. How wonderful it would be if everyone in Victoria who wanted to learn more about
nature could have this opportunity. It’s certainly opened my eyes to so many opportunities, and I can’t wait to get
started!” – Sierra, Melbourne participant, 2019
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NS IN ACTION
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NS ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT
“Earlier this year, I started the Bachelor of Environmental and
Conservation Science at Federation University in Ballarat. Going back to
Uni in my Fifty’s was an eye opener. Then COVID-19 hit and we had to
transition to online learning. What a shock! But I’m managing, due in
part to the Nature Stewards program I undertook in 2019. Thanks for
the grounding in Environmental Principals.”
Mark, Melton program, Autumn 2019

“Since completing the Nature Steward's Program at Warrandyte in December 2019, I have been actively involved in
the community in educational, artistic, and voluntary capacities. The one thing that has hampered progress in
some of these areas has been the arrival of the Coronavirus!
Firstly, I was motivated to start a local environmental volunteering group and have since been working to set up
the Park Orchards Nature Group. The first steps for this group was to be a nature walk through the 100 Acres,
currently postponed. It is to be led by John Harris, a well-known Naturalist and Nature Stewards presenter, who
will guide and reveal the rich flora and fauna that resides so close to our homes. I hope that this walk also inspires
local residents to join the group! Secondly, I worked with Jessica from the Manningham Council Parks Alive
Program to engage the community in creating a sculpture in our local park. Interested locals joined a meeting
online to discuss options. New IT skills were learnt, and a decision was made to make a Celtic Stone Circle to
enhance the local pine park. Waterwatch was my third area of interest and I am now all skilled up ready to assist in
monitoring the Mullum Mullum Creek. Additionally, I have also joined the Friends of Warrandyte State Park and
volunteered on a number of occasions this year potting up seedlings. Finally, the good news is nothing has stopped
me from planting over 50 native trees, acacias, bottlebrushes and other plants on my property that should
enhance its attractiveness to insects, birds and other wildlife.”
Mary-Jane, Manningham program, Spring 2019

“The focus of my interest since completing the Nature Stewards
course has been native orchids. I’ve spent many hours
photographing wild orchids around greater Melbourne, with a
number of my photos featured on social media for various orchid
conservation organisations, including the Australasian Native
Orchid Society (ANOS – Victoria Group) and Wild for Orchids (WOW
– a citizen science project run out of the University of Adelaide).
During the COVID-19 social isolation period, I’ve helped test and
feed back on a beta version of the WOW project’s mobile app,
aimed at enabling citizen scientists to collect and share information
on Australian orchids and their habitats for use in research. I’ve
also started cultivating native orchids at home for the first time.”
John, Melbourne program, Spring 2019
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“So far I’ve raised just over $500 for BirdLife through my Save the Glossy Collection and will continue to sell my
items through my online store throughout the year and hopefully raise a lot more! I’ve also enrolled and been
offered a place in an Undergraduate Certificate in Principles of Conservation and Sustainability course through
Federation University. This commences in July. The Nature Stewards journey continues!”
These are the links from the BirdLife articles and for my online store.
https://www.networkbirdlife.org/home/2020/3/6/supporter-spotlight-katie-ree
https://www.networkbirdlife.org/home/2020/3/6/glossy-collection
https://www.eclectuscreations.theprintbar.com
Katie, Melton program, autumn 2019

“I really enjoyed the Nature Stewards program which I joined to support my understanding as a Forest Therapy
guide & creative. Through Forest therapy I began a sit spot practice near my house and the resources provided
through Nature Stewards lights my way. This is a piece I wrote at my sit spot.
I am sitting, nestled under and between the shrubbery of the hop, behind the low eucalypt bough abundant with
yellow bloom. The sun is soft, ebbing and flowing, between bursts of herding clouds. Large wattle birds chase
smaller, in fast and surprising aerial advances. Miners gather and disperse chorusing bold and beautiful melodies, as
others attempt aggressive courtship.
Sitting turns to laying in the duff, easing my body to the ground, small pinholes of blue, white and grey sky enclose
above shadow, dark leaf forms from snake like branching. Stillness easing. Quiet moments between the feathered
frenzy.
Ants soldiering the snaking trails in and over grooves of the towering shrubs and tree. They weave their work silently
to me, following always following, blending and beading. Insistent.
The sun plays upon the dancing light above on tiny wings, just specks to my eye. Is this the gentle hum I hear?
Flitting in the corner of my eye, a leaf agitates, falls, takes short flight then rests. Then another, agitates, turns, takes
short sharp flight sideways, rests for a moment, then again but this time beak and feather emerge. The small wren
takes shape in the shadow, quickly moving. My heart slows to be invisible. Come closer, I wish. And it does. Taking
the longest trajectory arching from one side to the other, it entertains without intention. It weaves, only my eyes
follow. I cannot see its work. Then it is gone.
I stay a while, still. I feel my own being here, resting. I look forward to rising dusted in duff. Unhurried I lay.”
Leesa, Melbourne program, spring 2019
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FUTURE
We look forward to continuing in our existing communities and to expand the program across Victoria and beyond!
Together with building our current program model and exploring new models of delivery. We are committed to
continuing to support our alumni with opportunities to positively impact their local communities through
volunteering, further training, and other ways to connect and act for nature.
If you would like to find out more about the program, be part of the Nature Stewards team, or explore options for a
program in your area, please contact us via the following channels:
•
•
•
•

Email the program manager: naturestewards@outdoorsvictoria.org.au
Website: https://outdoorsvictoria.org.au/nature-stewards/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/naturestewardsVIC/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/naturestewards/
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